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malcolm morley: the art of painting - robert hobbs - klaus kertess, "malcolm morley: talking about
seeing," 1980 three-and-a-half years ago the british expatriate and noted new york painter, malcolm morley,
returned to his 1960s super-realist practice of employing from his superrealistic works of the 1960s to
the ... - t hese are like my trophies." said malcolm morley. standing in the middle of his studio and pointing to
the drawings. sketches and studies around him. silent dialogues: photos and paintings by billy sullivan month,” he said of their honeymoon, and then he began working for malcolm morley, the painter and
photographer. soon afterward, mr. sullivan and his wife began coming out to east hampton. maya lin water tripoli gallery of contemporary art - here and there, malcolm morley’s masterful depictions of water have
surely influenced some of the younger liquefiers encountered in the present display, although morley has not
joined the water travel this time. for immediate release july 16, 2012 - exhibit-e - for immediate release
july 16, 2012 parrish art museum’s 2012 midsummer party. courtesy patrick mcmullan. parrish art museum’s
2012 midsummer party raises $650,000 in
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